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Liberal Arts vs. STEM: Choose Your Own Path

Liberal Arts:a better option than some would believe
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hoosing a major in college
is one of the most difficult decisions students will have to make
at this point in their lives. While
some students have a passion in
the sciences, others have passions
in the arts and have to decide if
they should pursue their passion
or settle for a higher education
that they are not passionate about.

"Artists make our
world colorful and
interesting"
One of the primary reasons that
people look down on art degrees
is the idea that getting a degree
in the arts will cost more money
than an individual would be able
to bring in. For these people, the
idea of success is measured in
the amount of money a person
makes. The problem with this
is that for some individuals, the
mere thought of following their
passion is enough to justify their
degree. These people value their
craft enough to consider it a
higher priority than money. Their
passion drives them beyond the
dollar sign. They would rather
wake up and do something they
love than live their lives waiting for the weekend to come.
Additionally, art degrees aren’t
the only degrees that lead to low
salaries at the beginning of one’s
career. Those that get a degree
in the sciences and then go on
to teach often make less than
$41,000 annually according to

the National Education Association. According to smartclass.
com, a two parent, one child
household would need $68,000 a
year to live. No one looks down
on these people because they got
a science degree even though they
face the same financial hardship
that those with art degrees face.
Finally, people shouldn’t look
down on art degrees because
we need these people in the job
market. Graphic designers are
essential to aesthetically pleasing websites and advertisements.
Fashion designers create every
outfit we choose to wear and
the trends that drive our wardrobe. Many elementary school
teachers, those that teach the
next generation, receive a liberal arts degree. Artists make our
world colorful and interesting.
Scientists have made important
contributions to our lives but artists
made contributions to our hearts.
Often, those that go to art school
are scoffed at, but without them,
our world would be dull and
bland. They create the movies
and entertainment that we enjoy;
they make the art that we flock
to museums to look at. They
are people that deserve respect.
The fact that they went on and
got a degree in something that
they’re passionate about is admirable and should be recognized.
Everyone has the right to choose
their own path. It doesn’t make
any sense to bully these students
into majoring in STEM. These
students aren’t better off participating in a subject they don’t care
about for the sake of accomidating to the arrogance of others.

The importance of STEM degrees
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Saying Good Bye to Trump, not to Americans
An insight into Trump’s immigration reforms
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cience, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) are the
fields that help to push the future of humanity through their
innovation and constant growth;
furthermore, they are four of the
most lucrative fields of study for
college students who don’t want
to be crippled by student loans.
Science helps us understand
more about the world around us.
If it wasn’t for scientists constantly making new discoveries,
our modern medicine system
wouldn’t exist, the child mortality rate would be much higher,
and the average life expectancy
would be much lower. Without scientists, our standard of
living would decrease greatly.
Technology is what makes communication possible. iPhones
and Android devices were all
made as a result of advances in
technology. Technology makes
it easier to grow food, to get
from one place to another, and to
communicate with one another.
Engineering is what lets us
build such magnificent objects.
Everything from buildings to
bridges to basketball hoops require a certain level of engineering. The machine that printed this
newspaper is in existence due
to the hard work of engineers.
According to payscale.com,
all of the top ten paying college
majors are in the STEM category. For students who want
to make sure they don’t live
their entire lives being victim to
debt, STEM is the right choice.
According to Forbes.com,
any state deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law; nor deny to
any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.”
There is no such thing as an American because the only people here
were Native Americans, being an

The fourteenth amendment,
rights? Birthright citizenship is clearly states, “All persons born
Staff Writer
what makes an individual an au- or naturalized in the United
lanning to close borders tomatic citizen if born in Amer- States, and subject to the jurisand send illegal immigrants ica or one of America’s military diction thereof, are citizens of
back to their country with his bases, regardless if your parents the United States and of the state
immigration policy, it’s clear
why Donald Trump would
be the last person someone
could want as our president.
No one in this country should
agree with something that goes
against what our nation is, a place
where everyone is welcome from
anywhere. Of course the topic
of immigrants has two sides,
but to run for presidency and attack a certain racial group truthfully labels Trump as a racist.
Not only is it unethical to attack
around Hispanics who take up a
little over 50% of undocumented
immigrants and build a 2,000
mile-wall across the southern border, but it’s wrong since it strips
away a very important right to
our nation, birthright citizenship,
proven by the preamble of the
Constitution which states, “and
secure the Blessings of Liberty
Donald Trump speaking about his policies
to ourselves and our Posterity.”
His immigration policy is not come in illegally. This affects le- wherein they reside. No state American is to be proud of your
beneficial to anyone in this coun- gal immigrants because it can take shall make or enforce any law country because there is equality
try. Plus, who wants a future pres- away their status as being legal, which shall abridge the privi- and freedom for all. You cannot
ident who has a motive of violat- but other than that, immigrants leges or immunities of citizens be president and wipe out a huge
ing millions of people’s natural who came in legally are safe. of the United States; nor shall part of the nation and throw peo-
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“STEM subjects are far more
valuable in today’s digital
economy and culture than a
traditional liberal arts major
such as philosophy or history.”
Student teacher Elizabeth Gonzalez stated, “There’s a lot more
certainty about your career when
dealing with STEM majors. If you
major in a STEM field, you know
exactly what your career will be,
but as a liberal arts major everything will be a lot more uncertain.”
STEM majors are extremely
in demand. Although more and
more people are graduating college every year, there aren’t
enough STEM majors to fill the
job vacancies. Majoring in a
STEM field gives college students
the best job security available.
According to usnews.com,
“There are some 40,000 computer science bachelor’s degree
earners each year but roughly
4 million job vacancies for
computer workers.” The supply does not fulfill the demand.
Current electrical engineering

" Science helps us
understand more
about the world
around us."
student Eduardo Romero states,
“There’s so many opportunities that come from knowledge
of math and science and knowing my way around computers.”
All in all, STEM majors
aren’t easy, but if one is willing to work hard, their benefits far outweigh the costs.
ple back to countless countries.
If Donald Trump was to become
president for a term, the judicial
branch wouldn’t find it constitutional to only attack people from
Mexico. If his policy became
enforced, he would have to kick
out practically everyone because the majority of the people
in this country are immigrants.
We can’t have a president
whose motives are racist and
biased, because one of the
roles of the president is to work
for the people’s best interest.
Trump is the worst candidate
to even consider voting for.
“If you come across one day
(from the border) and you have a
baby, all of a sudden for the next
eighty years, we have to take care
of them,” states Donald Trump.
Isn’t that strong enough to show
what kind of president he will be?
He will be one who sees a majority of us as a burden. He only has
a mind for the business world
because for him it’s a waste of
money to provide for the people.
Everything about his immigration policy screams the qualities
you don’t want in a president.
Though legal immigrants would
be safer from Trump’s immigration policy, immigrants who are
illegal or have birthright citizenship would have to leave America,
if Congress approves of his policy.

